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Our programs ignite children's natural curiosity in the world around them while 

providing them with the knowledge and tools to preserve, protect, and enjoy our 

environment for the future! 
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EMA Facility 

Our Vision 

EMA operates a Marine Exploration Lab. This fun facility is right 

around 700 sq ft and is outfitted small touch tanks, barrier island 

ecology projects, shell collections, small aquarium tanks with   

local marine species, a microscope and dissection lab with digital, 

compound, and dissection microscopes. At EMA we LOVE books 

and encourage reading, research, and a love of learning in our 

reading corner; this area is filled with all kinds of books, research 

materials, ID guides, and puzzles for children to enjoy. We use 

our craft and project room to allow students to express         

themselves and the things they have learned with paint, paper, 

markers, and various other supplies to learn and teach others. 

Ecological Marine Adventures (EMA) is a Marine Education  

Center that specializes in dynamic, hands-on, in the field         

education adventures for children! At EMA we believe the 

world to be and incredible place full of adventure and by        

educating the children of today we are helping shape our world 

for the future! 

At EMA we inspire the future generations! We strive              

everyday to convey the passion and stewardship we feel for the 

environment and our world to the youth of today through our 

dynamic at the beach educational programs. We show the fun 

and exciting side of marine science in a way that kids can       

understand and enjoy! 

EMA offers fun, exciting, and educational classes, programs, 

activities, and adventures year round for children, families, 

school groups, boy scouts, girl scouts, and various other         

organizations. 

Here at EMA we believe that hands-on learning is the best kind 

of learning! Our programs ignite children's natural curiosity in 

the world around them while providing them with the 

knowledge and tools to preserve, protect, and enjoy our         

environment for the future!  

PROGRAMS FOR PRESCHOOL - 8th GRADE 



EMA Facility and Location 

Kids love our beach adventures! We use fun and exciting  

method of Seine Netting to catch fish and crabs and other  

marine species.  

Our Microscope lab  gives kids the opportunity to learn 

about 3 different types of microscopes and take a   

closer look at the world around them ! 

Dissection stations allow for hands on discovery / exploration 

of marine species large and small. Learn to use petri dishes and 

pipettes sifting through our “Surprise Seaweed” 

We are located in Surf City in the center of beautiful 

Topsail Island NC.  Topsail Island is a 26 mile long    

barrier island south of Wilmington. This area offers 

endless opportunities for exploration and discovery. 

From the seashore to the salt marshes we believe that 

hands on learning is the best kind of learning. We   

offer a wide verity of classes and experiences to fit 

the need of any group. 

116 South Topsail Dr. Surf City NC 
We may be a small facility but we do some BIG      

learning! Our facility and programs offer a unique and 

personalized hands on experience for our students.  

Kids can learn and explore the amazing plants and   

animals that live in our marsh habitats  



Our touch tanks let kids explore many of our local marine 

species; sea urchins, hermit crabs, starfish, sea squirts, 

tunicates, seaweed, and more.  

At EMA arts and crafts are a fun and creative way that 

students learn and master the anatomy and habitats of 

marine species.  

EMA Facility and Location 

At EMA we love reading! We use exciting books to help 

teach important scientific concepts and vocabulary. 

Kids learn to use teamwork and get excited about   

learning and discovering together our marine world   

together! 

Kids love the hands on learning in our class programs 

such as Seashore Explorers where we learn about the     

fascinating life, habits, and habitats of local animals.  

The mash is one our favorite place to learn about the 

important life cycle of many local marine species. 



Seashore Explorers         Grades Preschool – 8th    

In  Your Classroom 

- Presentation all about our oceans 

- Bring in hands on demonstrations (shells, sand, plants, animals) 

- Bring in small touch tanks 

- Microscope introduction 

- Seine net introduction 

- Nature stories 

Marine Lab 

At the Beach  

 

EMA Seashore Explorers is a fun, exciting, and educational curriculum that gives students Preschool – 8th 

grade the opportunity to discovery our seashore and all the amazing plants and animals that live in it.     

Students will learn about fish, crabs, the ocean, sea shells, barrier Island ecology, seaweed, and sand. 

We will explore the ocean environment, use seine nets, sift through the sand,  collect specimens and learn 

about the importance of water and how animals thrive & survive in the ocean world! 

- Explore Touch tanks 

- Observe and hold local marine species 

- Use microscopes  

- Learn about salinity in water and how to test it 

- Make ocean crafts or projects 

  

- Seine netting 

- Dip netting 

- Shell collection 

- Sand sampling 

- Animal collection and ID 



Shark Explorers         Grades Preschool – 8th    

In  Your Classroom 

- Seine netting 

- Dip netting 

- Shell collection 

- Sand sampling 

- Shark tooth hunting 

Marine Lab 

At the Beach  

EMA Shark Explorers is a fun, exciting, and educational curriculum that gives students the              

opportunity to discovery our seashore and all the amazing plants and animals that live in it.         

Students will learn and explore present day and prehistoric sharks.  

We will explore the unique and interesting life of these amazing animals through ID, hands on       

exploration, life cycle, and other activities. 

- Presentation all about harks 

- Bring in hands on demonstrations (Jaws, teeth) 

- Bring in small touch tanks 

- Microscope introduction 

- Seine net introduction 

- Nature stories 

- Explore Touch tanks 

- Use microscopes  

- Learn about salinity and how to test water 

- Hold animals  

- Make shark projects and diagrams 

- ID shark teeth and sharks 

 



Vertebrate Explorers         Grades Preschool – 8th    

In  Your Classroom 

Marine Lab 

At the Beach  

EMA Vertebrate Explorers is a fun, exciting, and educational curriculum that gives students the    

opportunity to discovery our seashore and all the amazing plants and animals that live in it.  

Emphasis for this program is fish and other marine vertebrates. We will learn about different types 

of fish in our local waters, explore internal and external anatomy of fish. Remover and ID different 

fish scales. Hold Live and dead specimens and make fish projects and diagram. 

- Presentation all about marine vertebrates 

- Bring in hands on demonstrations (jaws, bones, otoliths, scales) 

- Bring in small touch tanks 

- Microscope introduction 

- Seine net introduction 

- Nature stories 

  

- Explore Touch tanks 

- Use microscopes  

- Learn about salinity and how to test the water 

- Hold animals  

- Learn to ID fish scales 

-  Hold live and dead vertebrates 

- ID various marine vertebrates 

- Make fish diagram 

- Seine netting 

- Dip netting 

- Shell collection 

- Sand sampling 

- Specimen collection 



Invertebrate Explorers         Grades Preschool – 8th    

In  Your Classroom 

- Presentation all about marine invertebrates 

- Bring in hands on demonstrations (exoskeletons, tests, teeth) 

- Bring in small touch tanks 

- Microscope introduction 

- Seine net introduction 

- Nature stories 

Marine Lab 

At the Beach  

- Seine netting 

- Dip netting 

- Shell collection 

- Sand sampling 

- Animal collection and ID 

- Explore Touch tanks 

- Use microscopes  

- Learn about salinity and how to test water 

- Hold animals  

- Hold live and dead invertebrates 

- ID various marine invertebrates 

- Make blue crab diagram 

  

EMA Invertebrate Explorers is a fun, exciting, and educational curriculum that gives students the 

opportunity to discovery our seashore and all the amazing plants and animals that live in it.  

Emphasis for this program is on Blue Crabs and other marine invertebrates. We will learn to hold 

live crabs, ID internal and external structures talk about jelly fish and sea urchins. Make a Blue crab 

diagram. 



Cephalopod Explorers         Grades Preschool – 8th    

In  Your Classroom 

Marine Lab 

At the Beach  

EMA Cephalopod Explorers is a fun, exciting, and educational curriculum that gives students the 

opportunity to discovery our seashore and all the amazing plants and animals that live in it.  

Emphasis for this program is on Squids and other Cephalopods. We will do a group squid dissection, 

learn and ID internal and external structures. Remove ink sac and squid pen make drawing /          

diagram. 

- Presentation all about Cephalopods (squids and octopus)  

- Bring in hands on demonstration 

- Bring in small touch tanks 

- Microscope introduction 

- Learn about photophores and jet propulsion 

- Seine net introduction 

- Nature stories 

- Explore Touch tanks 

- Use microscopes  

- Learn about salinity and how to test water 

- Hold animals  

- Hold cephalopods 

-  ID various cephalopod species 

- Squid dissection / remove squid pen and write with ink sac /

diagram 

  

- Seine netting 

- Dip netting 

- Shell collection 

- Sand sampling 

- Collection and ID of animals 



Deep Sea Explorers         Grades Preschool – 8th    

In  Your Classroom 

Marine Lab 

At the Beach  

- Seine netting 

- Dip netting 

- Shell collection 

- Sand sampling 

- Collection and ID of animals 

- Explore Touch tanks 

- Use microscopes  

- Learn about salinity and how to test water 

- Hold animals  

- Learn about deep water plants and animal species 

- Learn about water pressure and do experiment  

- Learn about ROVs and how they explore the ocean floor 

 

  

- Presentation all about the deep sea 

- Bring in hands on demonstration and examples 

-  Learn anatomy and unique adaption of deep sea animals 

(squids, sharks, fish, crabs) 

- Bring in small touch tanks 

- Microscope introduction 

- Seine net introduction 

EMA Deep Sea Explorers is a fun, exciting, and educational curriculum that gives students the        

opportunity to discovery our seashore and all the amazing plants and animals that live in it.  

Emphasis for this program is on the deep sea and the amazing, unique, and mysterious creatures 

that live in it. We will talk about deep sea animal adaptions, bioluminescence, eye size, water pres-

sure and deep sea exploration with ROVs and AUVs.  



EMA Field Options 

We offer Field Trips for Preschool - 8th Grade. Each Field Trip in customized for you grade and groups 

individual needs.  

EMA understands that each students is as different as the fishes in the sea; we know that each class 

and group of student will learn different that another. We customize our programs, classes, and field 

trips to your groups specific and individual needs so that your student can get the most out of the 

experience; we do this so that this will not just be another field trip, but an experience that really   

ignites a passion in the students and effects the way they interact with the environment and the 

world around them inspiring them to preserve, protect, and enjoy our natural world! 

Field Trips  

Field Trips    Grades  Length  Cost      

Seashore Explorers   Preschool - 8th 3-4 hrs $12 Per Student Chaperones FREE 

Shark Explorers   Preschool - 8th 3-4 hrs $12 Per Student Chaperones FREE 

Vertebrate Explorers  Preschool - 8th 3-4 hrs $12 Per Student Chaperones FREE 

Invertebrate Explorers  Preschool - 8th 3-4 hrs $12 Per Student Chaperones FREE 

Cephalopod Explorers  Preschool - 8th 3-4 hrs $12 Per Student Chaperones FREE 

Deep Sea  Explorers   Preschool - 8th 3-4 hrs $12 Per Student Chaperones FREE 

We have the ability to work with any school and any budget. We want every child to have the      
opportunity to learn and explore our marine environment.   

Please Contact us with any questions you may have (Email) EMA@townofsurfcity.com (Phone) (910) 328-1951 

In Class Programs (classes or programs can be geared to your groups size, age program frequency (1 

per week 2 time per month or monthly) Contact us program registration classes are available to start as earlier as 
September 12  

Programs at your school  Grades  Length  Cost     

Shark Explorers   Preschool - 12th 1 hr Email or call for in class trip pricing 

Vertebrate Explorers  Preschool - 12th 1 hr   

Invertebrate Explorers  Preschool - 12th 1 hr   

Cephalopod Explorers  Preschool - 12th 1 hr   

Deep Sea Explorers   Preschool - 12th 1 hr  

  

mailto:EMAtopsail@gmail.com


Program Reservation Form 

Step 1 – Tell us about your School or Group 

School or Group Name________________________________________________ 

Private School / Public School / Magnet School / Charter School / Year Round / Home School / Montessori School / 
Preschool / Day Care 

Contact Person _______________________Email _______________________Phone______________________ 

Grade Level_______________________ Number of Students_______________________  

Number of Chaperones (1:10 we prefer 1:5 or greater) _______________________  

Step 2 – Pick your program and Dates 

Circle the program you would like to participate in and select your date and time options 

Program Options (Field Trips) 

 Seashore Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Deep Sea Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Vertebrate Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Invertebrate Explorers 1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Cephalopod Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Shark Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 

Program Options (In Class) 

 Deep Sea Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Vertebrate Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Invertebrate Explorers 1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Cephalopod Explorers  1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

 Shark Explorers   1st Choice Date_______ 2nd Choice Date_______ Time_______ 

Fill out this form and email to EMA@townofsurfcity.com  

ALL FIELD TRIPS, CLASSES, AND PROGRAMS FILL UP QUICKLY !We encourage early booking!! 

Please tell us how you found out about Ecological Marine Adventures??  

______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Step 3 – Email your form back to us 

Check this box if you are interested in weekly monthly or other frequency of school (group) programs or classes 


